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Abstract 13 
 14 
Net-zero targets imply that continuing residual emissions will be balanced by carbon 15 
dioxide removal.  However, residual emissions are typically not well defined, 16 
conceptually or quantitatively. We analyzed governments’ long-term strategies 17 
submitted to the UNFCCC to explore projections of residual emissions, including 18 
amounts and sectors. We found significant levels of residual emissions at net-zero 19 
greenhouse gas emissions, on average 18% of current emissions.  The majority of 20 
strategies were imprecise about which sectors residual emissions would originate from, 21 
and few offered specific projections of how residual emissions could be balanced by 22 
carbon removal.  Our findings indicate the need for a consistent definition of residual 23 
emissions, as well as processes that standardize and compare expectations about 24 
residual emissions across countries. This is necessary for two reasons: to avoid 25 
projections of excessive residuals and correspondent unsustainable or unfeasible carbon 26 
removal levels, and to send clearer signals about the temporality of fossil fuel use.  27 
 28 
 29 
Introduction 30 
 31 
Nearly three-quarters of the world’s global greenhouse gas emissions are covered by a 32 
net-zero law, policy, or political pledge as of early 2022.1  In its simplest form, net-zero 33 
involves balancing some amount of remaining emissions with an equal amount of 34 
negative emissions through carbon dioxide removal. This idea of achieving a "balance 35 
between anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks" was enshrined in 36 
article 4.1 of the Paris Agreement and has become a prominent feature of recent IPCC 37 
assessments as well as country strategies. Net-zero targets are driven by science that 38 
indicates that to limit warming to 1.5°C, the world must reach net-zero CO2 emissions 39 
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around 2050, and net-zero greenhouse gas emissions later in the century (2095-2100 40 
with no or limited overshoot, 2070-2075 with high overshoot).2 41 
 42 
With the advent of net-zero as a concept, the category of "residual emissions" has 43 
emerged to denote emissions that are regarded as hard-to-abate and will need to be 44 
compensated via carbon removal. In the integrated modeling literature, residual 45 
emissions may be defined as those whose abatement remains uneconomical or 46 
technically infeasible under the assumptions of a specific model and mitigation 47 
scenario.3 From a governance or territorial standpoint, e.g. as stated in the city of San 48 
Francisco’s climate plan, residual emissions are simply those “that remain due to limited 49 
existing options to eliminate or reduce them further.”4 For corporations, residual 50 
emissions may be defined in terms of the value chain; there may be emissions outside of 51 
the scope of the company’s direct control.  52 
 53 
Countries are currently detailing their strategies for how to reach net-zero goals, which 54 
presents an opportunity to understand how they see residual emissions at net-zero. 55 
Specifically, governments are submitting long-term low-emissions development 56 
strategies (LT-LEDS) as invited under Article 4, paragraph 19 of the Paris Agreement. 57 
These strategies are intended as an evolving visioning exercise, with emphasis on 58 
process than the resulting document.5,6,7 The idea was that this process could inform 59 
medium-term Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) target setting.8  Creating LT-60 
LEDS is a highly political process, and nations have approached it different ways, though 61 
most have employed both stakeholder engagement and modeling tools to create 62 
possible pathways.  63 
 64 
Simply reading a plan does not give immediate insight into what sort of buy-in the plan 65 
has across different internal actors within the government, or how involved external 66 
stakeholders in different sectors truly are, both of which bear on how seriously the 67 
country will be implementing the plan. Nations also have different levels of planning 68 
capacity — not just scientifically speaking in terms of having forecasting tools and data, 69 
but in terms of institutional and political possibilities to articulate a 2050 goal and 70 
explicate what would be needed to achieve it.  Costa Rica’s strategy, for example, states 71 
plainly that achieving the structural transformation requires new tools in terms of 72 
making political decisions and analyzing what steps will be needed to see them succeed, 73 
and that traditional approaches based on optimization models will not deliver.9  It 74 
situates the LT-LEDS within a broader development planning process, led by the 75 
Ministry of National Planning and Economic Policy.  For other countries, the LT-LEDS is 76 
not so well integrated into planning or sustainable development institutions.  While in 77 
this paper we treat the outputs from these processes as comparable, it is important to 78 
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understand that they are only facets of a deeply individual set of circumstances and 79 
processes.   80 
 81 
The content of these strategies is more speculative than a definitive “plan”.  Most LT-82 
LEDS present pathways — what-if explorations of different scenarios for reaching 83 
desired targets — created using a variety of methods. These scenarios and quantified 84 
projections inform the strategy, but are meant to be illustrative of possible futures, not 85 
predictive or prescriptive.10  This means that in this paper, when we discuss a country’s 86 
estimation of residual emissions at midcentury, we are referring to the most ambitious 87 
scenario they have offered, not their preferred target, nor what they are necessarily 88 
planning for. Our sample reflects this diversity and is characterized by different 89 
approaches to offsetting, removal methods, and target framing (Table 1).  90 
 91 
While most countries submitted LT-LEDS in 2020 or 2021, some countries submitted 92 
their LT-LEDS a few years ago, like Germany and Canada (in 2016), and have enacted 93 
more ambitious policy since the first iteration of their plans. The Paris Agreement and 94 
Katowice Rulebook do not clearly specify whether LT-LEDS should be continuously 95 
updated, though at COP-26 in 2021, countries were encouraged to submit or update 96 
before COP-27. As of mid-2022, 51 long-term strategies have been submitted; 50 were 97 
examined for this article, of which 28 include a quantified projection of residual 98 
emissions at net-zero (in all but four cases, this is 2050). These countries are only 99 
responsible for about a fifth of current emissions and contain few large emitters.  100 
Because projections out to 2050 are generally not yet in updated official policy 101 
documents, the LT-LEDS remain the most accessible source of information on national 102 
expectations of amounts of residual emissions at midcentury.  These countries are the 103 
first adopters of both LT-LEDS and net-zero targets, and their assessment and actions 104 
may set the tone for countries that follow.   105 
 106 
In what follows, we analyze country LT-LEDS strategies to examine four key questions: 107 
(1) How are residual emissions defined? (2) What amounts are countries projecting? (3) 108 
How are residual emissions distributed among sectors? (4) What are the expectations 109 
around the land sector’s ability to compensate for residual emissions?  110 
 111 
 112 
Definition of residual emissions 113 
 114 
Our analysis of the 50 LT-LEDS shows that there is no consistent definition or use of the 115 
concept of residual emissions. A majority of LT-LEDS do not explicitly mention the 116 
concept of residual emissions, despite having a net zero target. Few countries provide 117 
an explicit definition or elaborate how residual emissions amounts are arrived at, explain 118 
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what criteria were used to determine them, or specify what greenhouse gases make up 119 
the residual emissions.   120 
 121 
The examples in Table 2 illustrate the variance in how countries describe residual 122 
emissions in LT-LEDS.  Countries like Switzerland and Norway suggest an absolute limit 123 
on abatement options by describing residual emissions as those that “cannot” be 124 
completely eliminated. By contrast, France and Nepal exemplify a more fluid 125 
understanding, where the need for residual emissions owe to “the current state of 126 
knowledge”, and with the expectation that technological advancement might change 127 
this. Sweden explicitly mentions the ambition to minimize residual emissions as much as 128 
possible, suggesting at least some political leverage over the amount of residual 129 
emissions allowed in LT-LEDS.  Finally, some countries make explicit reference to 130 
economic considerations in their description of residual emissions.  131 
 132 
We also examined the approach the countries took to projecting residual emissions.  In 133 
theory there are two main ways to estimate the amount of residual emissions at 134 
midcentury.  The first is a top-down approach that starts with a specified national policy 135 
target (such as 85% or 90% of emissions from a baseline year), and either simply sets 136 
residual emissions equal to that, or uses economy-wide or sector-specific modelling to 137 
figure out how to solve for it.  The second is a bottom-up stakeholder-informed 138 
approach that estimates possible reductions in each sector, which then aggregates 139 
those sectoral estimates.  In principle, a third approach is also possible — one that 140 
begins with negative emissions, either with a top-down approach that starts with a 141 
target sink capacity, or a bottom-up approach that estimates the capacity for each 142 
source of carbon removals and then projects allowable residual emissions equal to that 143 
amount. However, countries are not at present using an approach that leads with 144 
negative emissions.  In our sample of 50 LT-LEDS, around one third of countries utilized 145 
a top-down approach, about 15% used a bottom-up approach, about 10% set residual 146 
emissions equal to the level of forest sinks, and the rest used a combined approach or 147 
left the approach unspecified.  148 
 149 
Amounts of residual emissions 150 
 151 
The 18 LT-LEDS in our sample that include Annex I countries with a quantification of 152 
residual emissions together project residuals of 2.2 Gt/year in 2050 in their most 153 
ambitious scenarios (Figure 1). This corresponds to 17.9% of these countries' current 154 
emissions. Together, these countries are currently responsible for 18% of global 155 
emissions.  Should the rest of the world make similar projections, the resulting residuals 156 
would be over 12 Gt /year (if weighted by current emissions). This sets out a need for a 157 
significant carbon removal effort. 158 
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 159 
However, this figure of 12 Gt/year likely underestimates the global residual emissions 160 
that countries will be planning for. We say this for three reasons. First, most countries 161 
included between two and four low-carbon scenarios.  For all these countries, we chose 162 
the scenario with the smallest number of residual emissions for this calculation.   163 
Secondly, most countries do not include international aviation and shipping in their 164 
projections, both of which are commonly seen as hard-to-abate sectors. They could 165 
represent significant sources of residual emissions: the IEA’s Net Zero by 2050 scenario 166 
includes 210 Mt of CO2 from aviation and 120 Mt from shipping, while also making 167 
strong assumptions about behavioral change and demand reductions in aviation.11 168 
Finally, and crucially, this calculation is derived from projections from wealthy Annex I 169 
countries, and poorer countries may claim higher shares of residual emissions as well as 170 
later net-zero dates. This would be in accordance with the principle of common but 171 
differentiated responsibilities and respective capacities.12  In other words, extrapolating 172 
from the most ambitious current projections of the world’s richest countries still gives a 173 
baseline indication of residual emissions in the double digits. 174 
 175 
 176 
Expectations of CO2-LULUCF 177 
 178 
We examined the projected role of LULUCF for the 18 Annex I countries that offer 179 
estimations of residual emissions at net-zero in order to understand if countries 180 
projected that this sector would compensate for residual emissions. The plans for future 181 
LULUCF vary in their concreteness and detail; some include several scenarios specifying 182 
amounts of future LULUCF while others only offer vague ideas about future mitigation 183 
though LULUCF.  184 
 185 
Most countries expect to enhance or maintain the removal capacity of the LULUCF 186 
sector (Table 3). For many of the countries that plan for enhanced removals from the 187 
LULUCF sector, these removals will equal or surpass their expected residual emissions by 188 
the point of net zero. This is the case for, among others, Finland, Iceland, Hungary, 189 
Latvia, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain and Sweden. However, for the biggest emitters in the 190 
sample, expected LULUCF removals fall far short of residuals. This is the case for 191 
Australia, Canada, France, Switzerland, UK and the US. Taken together, these six 192 
countries comprise 96% of the total residuals of the sample. As these countries comprise 193 
the vast majority of residuals, their plans will be decisive for the overall amount of 194 
residuals that will have to be removed through other means than the LULUCF sector.  195 
 196 
Sources of residual emissions 197 
 198 
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Of the countries with quantitative projections of residual emissions, 15 Annex I countries 199 
provide a quantitative sectoral breakdown, shown in Figure 2. Notably, across these 200 
countries, electricity is not responsible for many residual emissions, aligning with 201 
common expectations that electricity is feasible to decarbonize. Agriculture and industry 202 
represent the largest residual emissions. The prominence of agriculture brings up the 203 
question of whether residual emissions are expected to be CO2 or other greenhouse 204 
gases, which is unspecified in most strategies. Only the UK includes aviation in its 205 
accounting of residual emissions, amounting to nearly half of its total. Notably, these 206 
figures are mainly from OECD countries, and many of the non-Annex I countries 207 
indicated that they would have residual emissions from energy.  208 
 209 
The projections in country strategies largely cohere with the sectoral breakdown of 210 
residual emissions one can find in the literature, though countries may be projecting 211 
larger amounts than in the literature.  The International Energy Agency’s net-zero at 212 
2050 scenario describes a largely decarbonized power sector.  Out of 1.5 Gt of residual 213 
emissions in this scenario, 40% is from heavy industries, mainly in developing economies 214 
(chemicals, steel, cement), and 33% is from aviation, shipping, and trucks — notably, this 215 
scenario is only focused on energy, not land.  216 
 217 
Scenario studies analyzed in IPCC AR6 WG3 similarly highlight residual emissions from 218 
non-electric energy, particularly in transport and industry (2.7.3). The IPCC WG3 report 219 
also presents estimations of residual GHG emissions at net-zero from illustrative 220 
mitigation pathways (WG3 SPM Figure 5).  The pathways compatible with below 1.5C°C 221 
with limited or no overshoot have residuals of 6.79 Gt (“shifting development pathways”, 222 
IMP-SP), 8.73 Gt (“low demand”, IMP-LD), and 11.87 (“high renewables”, IMP-Ren) of 223 
residuals, with half to two-thirds of these from non-CO2 emissions.13  In other words, 224 
analysis of net-zero and 1.5°C compatible pathways from the scientific literature also 225 
anticipates that the majority of residual emissions will be from agriculture, with some 226 
residual emissions from industry and transport.  Yet estimations of total amounts vary 227 
widely depending on scenario, and regional analysis is limited. 228 
 229 
 230 
 231 
Discussion 232 
 233 
Our analysis of the LT-LEDS submitted to the UNFCCC so far shows that (1) residual 234 
emissions do not have a standard conceptual definition; (2) countries’ projected residual 235 
emissions are a significant percentage of current emissions, averaging around 18% in 236 
the most ambitious scenarios; (3) while most residual emissions in ambitious scenarios 237 
are indicated to come from agriculture, industry, and mobility, few countries specify 238 
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sectoral breakdowns; (4) for countries analyzed, LULUCF sinks by 2050 cannot balance 239 
out all residual emissions.  240 
 241 
As countries look towards submitting or updating LT-LEDS in advance of future UNFCCC 242 
events, researchers, policymakers, and civil society should work towards standardizing 243 
expectations on residual emissions.  Right now, state and non-state actors alike can self-244 
define, and claim, various amounts of residual emissions. The gift of the Paris 245 
Agreement framework is its flexibility in exactly how countries choose to balance 246 
sources and sinks of emissions. However, specifying residual emissions will mitigate 247 
against the risk that governments put things that are expensive or politically 248 
inconvenient to abate into the “residual box”, thus increasing the amount of residual 249 
emissions — and thereby creating pressures for an even larger carbon removal 250 
infrastructure.  251 
 252 
Concerns about the feasibility, sustainability, and societal impacts of carbon removal at 253 
several gigatons per year14,15 have led to calls to moderate expectations of future carbon 254 
removal.16  This is because terrestrial carbon removal at the scales indicated in this paper 255 
would require vast amounts of land and entail severe risks for food production and/or 256 
biosphere functioning17,18 as well as the land rights and livelihoods of rural communities 257 
and Indigenous peoples19. While some industrial carbon removal techniques like direct 258 
air carbon capture and storage (DACCS) have a much smaller direct land footprint, this 259 
approach comes with large energy requirements,20 which could divert energy, and 260 
critical minerals and the associated land for renewables, from other societal needs. 261 
Ultimately, the idea that some emissions are hard-to-abate must be examined in light of 262 
these risks and challenges with scaling carbon removal.  263 
 264 
Many actors have called for greater clarity in net-zero targets and plans, regarding 265 
carbon removal but also around pathways in general.12,21,22,23  Norms are evolving about 266 
how to develop net-zero pathways, as set forth in the UN Race to Zero campaign or the 267 
Science-Based Targets Initiative (STBi). The latter sets out cross-sector and sector-268 
specific pathways that include a 90% reduction by 2050, with pathways that reach a 269 
“low-medium” global level of carbon removal of 1-4 Gt per year in 2050.24 This could be 270 
an effort that sets global norms around corporate residual emissions. While we applaud 271 
the business community and NGOs for attempting to set norms, we see a much clearer 272 
role for governments in this area, even while acknowledging that governments will face 273 
difficulties in this space.  There is political advantage in leaving residual emissions 274 
strategically ambiguous, as governments need to accommodate the interests of 275 
different sectors and regions.  At the same time, both industries and communities can 276 
benefit from certainty in planning, and better setting out clarity and expectations 277 
around residual emissions also has political and economic benefits. 278 
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 279 
We make the following three recommendations for policymakers developing long-term 280 
strategies. These recommendations are also important for the researchers and NGOs 281 
supporting their work, who have a critical role in supporting international policy-making 282 
(see text box). 283 
 284 
First, include clear projections for (1) the amount of residual emissions, (2) where they 285 
originate sectorally and spatially, and (3) the types of greenhouse gas.  Scenarios and 286 
the graphical user interfaces used to explore them can be made more user-friendly 287 
allowing broader engagement with these key issues in climate policy.  Multiscalar 288 
datasets linking broader analysis of residual emissions to regional or facility-level data 289 
would enable critical debates about infrastructure, and enable planning for just 290 
transitions. 291 
 292 
Second, the policy and research communities should suggest defined criteria by which 293 
‘hard-to-abate’ should be judged.  While sectors like aviation, steel, or agriculture — 294 
among others — are commonly understood as difficult to decarbonize, terms like 295 
difficult, unavoidable, hard-to-abate, impossible to eliminate and so on are concepts 296 
carrying value judgements about what kind of activities a society should or should not 297 
engage in, and what costs are reasonable. This normativity is unavoidable. However, 298 
greater transparency around how emissions come to be considered residual is critical for 299 
the legitimacy of decarbonization efforts.  Defining criteria would allow for comparison 300 
and negotiation, and the development of international norms on how to determine 301 
difficulty of abatement.  This is particularly important given that what is "hard-to-abate" 302 
changes along with technological developments, such as green hydrogen or low-carbon 303 
aviation. Thus, assumptions and norms around “hard-to-abate” emissions must be 304 
constantly revised.  305 
 306 
The scientific community has a key role in supporting society in defining these criteria, 307 
both in terms of creating tools and producing research.  Researchers can also produce 308 
analysis to answer key questions like: What processes and sectors lack technological 309 
options for fully eliminating emissions?  Are there technologies that would become 310 
options under different policy scenarios?  Where are there opportunities for demand-311 
side options to lower residual emissions further, and what social factors enable and 312 
constrain those options?  These are questions that require interdisciplinary research, and 313 
governments should support this research, directly funding and coordinating it as well 314 
as being receptive to existing efforts and incorporating them into programs. 315 
 316 
Third, be explicit about whether residual emissions — and net-zero as a goal — are a 317 
temporary stopgap towards a further state of decarbonization, or a state to maintain in 318 
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perpetuity.  Clarity on whether residual emissions are a temporary condition or a 319 
permanent state is important, both for calibrating expectations for the future of the 320 
fossil fuel sector as well as understanding the intended role for carbon removal. If 321 
negative emission capacity is being used to compensate for residual emissions 322 
domestically or in another country, it is not available for legacy carbon removal or 323 
coping with overshoot. Though the IPCC 6th Assessment WGIII report frames these roles 324 
of carbon removal as complementary, they may actually be in conflict, if we assume 325 
carbon removal potential will be limited for social and sustainability reasons. Clarity on 326 
the temporality of residual emissions is also important because strategies like soil 327 
carbon sequestration have apparently high mid-century technical potential, but these 328 
sinks saturate after ~20 years and require ongoing maintenance.14  Land-based sinks 329 
already accounted for may saturate over time, as may carbon stored in products.  Net-330 
zero needs to be a durable state,22 not something that might be achieved and then be 331 
lost again. The timing of various carbon removal strategies needs to be better planned 332 
for, and the ability to do so hinges on understanding whether net-zero is a stopgap or 333 
permanent state.  While governments will have a challenging time being explicit about 334 
this, given their need to address multiple domestic actors, the research institutions and 335 
NGOs working in policy have more flexibility to be explicit about this in their analysis, 336 
and can spell out the implications of treating residual emissions as continuing versus 337 
temporary. 338 
 339 
 340 
[BEGIN TEXT BOX 341 
 342 
Emerging research areas for international net-zero policy  343 
 344 
International policy efforts are needed to solve multiple problems that underlie the net-345 
zero framework.  One problem is how residual emissions and removals can be matched.  346 
Carbon removal-focused international cooperation efforts are absent or poorly 347 
described in LT-LEDS, even though cross-country efforts might be the most cost-348 
effective.25,26 Some countries indicate that they may need to procure carbon removal 349 
from abroad (Switzerland, Australia), yet no countries indicated that they intended to 350 
produce surplus removals for global markets.  The challenge here has typically been 351 
read as (1) the need to work out issues with market mechanisms, as Article 6 352 
negotiations are tackling, and (2) the need for better monitoring, reporting and 353 
verification to make exchangeable removals credible.27,28,29,30,31  Both of these are serious 354 
challenges.  355 
 356 
However, there is another pressing international policy need to create safeguards 357 
against dynamics where countries expect to acquire removals in developing countries, 358 
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creating rushes — for land, terrestrial carbon storage, space for ocean carbon removal, 359 
geological sequestration capacity, or renewable resources to power carbon removal 360 
technologies, like direct air capture.   361 
 362 
A second problem is that the evolving carbon marketplaces have no way of making sure 363 
that removals are actually compensating for emissions from sectors and activities that 364 
are truly hard-to-abate. Alternate frameworks might have nations with similar socio-365 
economic capacities striving for the same amount of ambition in terms of decarbonizing 366 
each sector, or dividing residual emissions according to luxury and subsistence 367 
emissions.32  368 
 369 
A third policy challenge is that from a climate justice perspective, wealthy countries with 370 
historical responsibility, such as the United States, should deliver net-negative emissions 371 
sooner to allow poorer countries some net residual emissions post 2050.  However, if 372 
such wealthy countries decide to use their capacity for carbon removal to balance 373 
residuals in expensive-but-possible-to-reduce sectors in order to lower the costs of 374 
meeting net-zero goals, this adds further pressure on other countries.  Moreover, the 375 
geopolitics of carbon removal are such that some countries have greater capacity for 376 
land-based and geologic sinks. Countries with large sinks might seek to use them to 377 
give competitive advantages to their industrial or agricultural sectors, with a risk of less 378 
stringent policies for decarbonizing those sectors.  In other words, if carbon removal is a 379 
natural resource with finite capacity, the choices a country makes in allocating that 380 
resource have global justice dimensions.  Thus, residual emissions can be seen as an 381 
emerging, important focal point for climate justice and the UNFCCC negotiations, 382 
alongside emissions reductions goals, loss and damage, and climate finance.  383 
Researchers have an important role to play in producing a robust foundation for those 384 
discussions. 385 
 386 
END TEXT BOX] 387 
 388 
Residual emissions need to be openly analyzed in both science and politics, because the 389 
stakes of continuing to treat residual emissions as a technocratic matter are high.  Large 390 
and unsubstantiated claims on residual emissions will undermine mitigation.  Moreover, 391 
failing to decide and agree on residual emissions, and instead allocating them according 392 
to simple market logics means that more powerful actors (countries, sectors, companies) 393 
will claim remaining residual emissions and corresponding negative emissions capacity, 394 
leaving less powerful or well-organized actors unable to operate, or more likely, to 395 
continue to operate illegally.  And further, the ambiguity of residual emissions — as a 396 
temporary measure while zero-carbon technologies are developed, versus residual 397 
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emissions as a long-term feature of the energy system — risks not just confusing publics 398 
and stakeholders, but decreasing support for net-zero targets more broadly.  399 
 400 
These questions may seem like far-off matters in a world where emissions have not even 401 
peaked.  But 2050 is not so distant, and the science is clear that fossil fuel production 402 
must rapidly be curtailed and most fossil fuel reserves must remain unextracted to meet 403 
a 1.5°C temperature goal.33 Publics, investors, planners, and other decision-makers need 404 
greater clarity on the longer-term aims of net-zero in order to guide decisions around 405 
fossil fuel phaseout as well as what sort of removal efforts to invest in.  Future 406 
expectations act in the present: our expectations of 2050 inform choices made today.  407 
Many actors may see net-zero as a temporary state towards a net-negative society, but 408 
this vision is not yet evident in national strategies.   409 
 410 
 411 
 412 
Online Methods 413 
 414 
 415 
Country long-term strategies were downloaded from the UNFCCC and were qualitatively 416 
coded in a spreadsheet by two independent coders, a research assistant and also a 417 
member of the research team, for the following information:  418 
 419 
(1) Type of target (e.g. carbon neutrality, net zero, or other) 420 
(2) Coverage of target (GHGs or CO2) 421 
(3) Year of net-zero, for countries with net-zero or carbon neutral targets 422 
(4) Whether there is a definition of residual emissions or hard-to-abate / remaining 423 
emissions, and if so, how it is introduced 424 
(5) Whether there is a quantitative projection of residual emissions at net zero, and if so, 425 
what the amount is 426 
(6) Sectoral breakdowns of residual emissions 427 
(7) The source and process of generating the projections (which approaches were used; 428 
whether they appeared to be top-down or bottom-up; which particular models were 429 
used to generate them) 430 
(8) Mentions of public or stakeholder consultation or engagement 431 
 432 
In a few cases, other government documents or sources were also used for reference, 433 
including technical annexes for government strategies. 434 
 435 
Percentages of current country emissions were derived from the World Resources 436 
Institute’s Climate Watch platform, at https://www.climatewatchdata.org/1 437 
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 438 
Current year emissions were derived from the 2019 emissions listed in UNFCCC 439 
inventories for total GHG emissions without LULUCF, at https://unfccc.int/process-and-440 
meetings/transparency-and-reporting/greenhouse-gas-data/ghg-data-unfccc/ghg-441 
data-from-unfccc 442 
 443 
Recent and current LULUCF data is from Grassi et. al 2022.34 444 
 445 
 446 
This spreadsheet was used to generate the tables and figures in the article.  The analysis 447 
is straightforward; the work was simply in extracting the amounts of residual emissions 448 
and sectoral breakdowns because these are not presented in a standard form across the 449 
documents, and in some cases they appear in charts but are not well explicated in the 450 
main text of the reports. 451 
 452 
 453 
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Tables 485 
 486 

Table 1.  Summary of information in the long-term strategies (N=50) 487 
 488 

Target framing Year of net zero ambition 

Net zero 31 2040 1 

Carbon neutral 6 2045 2 

Climate neutral 6 2050 31 

Emissions reduction 5 2060 1 

Reduction vs. BAU 1 2065 1 

Other 1 Not specified 14 

Considers natural NETs? Considers technological NETs? 

Yes 36 Yes 25 

No 4 No 12 

Not specified 10 Not specified 13 

Focus on territorial emissions only? Use of offsetting? 

Includes consumption 7 Yes 25 

Territorial only 20 No 13 

Not specified 23 Not specified 12 

Defines residual emissions? Quantifies residual emissions? 

Yes 25 Yes 28 

No or unclear 25 No 22 
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 489 
 490 
Table 2:  Selected references to residual emissions in long-term strategies 491 
 492 

Country Description 
Examples of references to residual emissions with varying degrees of certainty 2 
Costa Rica “Today, the great imperative in Costa Rica … would be to transform the emissions 

pattern of the economy into a net-zero emissions, or negative emissions (i.e., 
removals) society, in sectors where it is possible - and very low emissions where it is 
not possible to reach zero. In practice, this means that each sector will be transformed 
toward zero emissions, yet at different speeds.” 

Switzerland “The emission of greenhouse gases cannot be completely eliminated in some sectors. 
From a current perspective, this includes agricultural food production, some industrial 
processes, such as cement manufacture, and waste incineration. To achieve the net-
zero goal, these remaining emissions must be balanced by the use of technologies or 
processes that remove CO2 from the atmosphere and store it permanently.” 

Iceland “the goal of climate neutrality will not be reached without using removals of carbon 
from the atmosphere to compensate for emissions that are unlikely to be eliminated." 

Japan “"Despite the progress in energy efficiency and decarbonization in each sector, there 
are some sectors where CO2 emissions are unavoidable. CO2 from those sectors can 
be removed by specific measures such as Direct Air Carbon Capture and Storage 
(DACCS), Bio- Energy with Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS), and forest sink 
measures." 

Examples of residual emissions constrained by current state of technological knowledge 
France Glossary entry for “Near-total decarbonisation: maximum reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions, the residual emissions, which are unavoidable according to the current state 
of knowledge, being mainly due to agriculture, and to a lesser extent to industrial 
processes, waste, domestic air transport and gas leaks (biogas, hydrogen, fluorinated 
gases).”12 

Nepal “Due to the limited capacity of current technologies, there are still emissions from 
energy and IPPU. However, with future technological advancements, this can be 
avoided and reduced.”13 

Examples of residual emissions delimited politically 
Sweden “….some agricultural emissions are likely to remain even after 2045. These remaining 

emissions will need to be compensated for with supplementary measures. It is 
nevertheless essential to work to ensure that these remaining emissions are as small as 
possible.” 

United Kingdom “We are clear that the purpose of greenhouse gas removals is to balance the residual 
emissions from sectors that are unlikely to achieve full decarbonisation by 2050, whilst 
not substituting for ambitious mitigation to achieve net zero. GGRs must not be 
pursued as a substitute for decisive action across the economy to reduce emissions, 
often referred to as mitigation deterrence.” 

Examples of residual emissions defined partly in economic terms 
Australia “Additional direct emissions reductions could be enabled through a more aggressive 

approach to technology. Informed by the Technology Investment Roadmap and 
annual LETS, Australia could focus on bringing down the costs of currently very 
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expensive abatement opportunities in hard-to-abate sectors like industry and 
agriculture.” 

United States “In the three decades to 2050, our emissions from energy production can be brought 
close to zero, but certain emissions such as non-CO2 from agriculture will be difficult 
to decarbonize completely by mid-century … While mitigation opportunities exist for 
many sources of non-CO2 GHG emissions, costs and applicability vary. Because it is 
challenging to eliminate all of these sources, some remaining non-CO2 emissions will 
need to be offset in 2050 by net-negative CO2 emissions.” 

Note: Bold text indicates emphasis. 493 
 494 
Table 3.  Overview of countries residuals (mt CO2e), recent and current LULUCF (mt CO2, 495 
from Grassi et. al 202234) and long-term LULUCF outlook.    496 
 497 

Country Residuals  2020 
LULUCF 

Av. 2000-20 
LULUCF 

Long-term LULUCF 
outlook 

Australia 139 -43 17 Enhance 

Austria 13 -5 -7 Ambiguous 

Belgium 10 -1 -2 Maintain or enhance 

Canada 149 9 -8 Enhance 

Finland 9 -17 -22 Maintain or enhance 

France 80 -35 -40 Enhance 

Hungary 5 -6 -4 Maintain 

Iceland 1 6 6 Enhance 

Latvia 4 -3 -6 Enhance 

Malta 0 0 0 Maintain 

Portugal 9 -8 -7 Enhance 
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Slovakia 7 -6 -7 Maintain 

Slovenia 2 0 -5 Enhance 

Spain 29 -38 -39 Maintain 

Sweden 11 -37 -39 Enhance 

Switzerland 68 -2 -2 Ambiguous 

United Kingdom 76 -1 0 Enhance 

United States of 
America 

1605 -813 -818 Enhance 

 498 
 499 
 500 
Figure Legends / Captions 501 
 502 
Figure 1. Residual emissions versus 2019 emissions, Annex I countries.  2019 emissions 503 
are from UNFCCC inventories; total GHG emissions without LULUCF. 504 
 505 
Figure 2.  Sectoral breakdowns of residual emissions at midcentury in the most ambitious 506 
scenarios.  Data is for Annex I countries that featured projections with quantified sectoral 507 
breakdowns. Year depicted is 2050 for all countries besides Sweden, which has 508 
projections for 2045 when it reaches net-zero. Finland has a target of net-zero at 2035 509 
but includes projections for 2050.  Note that some countries group electricity and 510 
transport into energy, and the US does not report agriculture but rather CO2 and other 511 
GHGs. 512 
 513 
  514 
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